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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the experimental procedure used in obtaining samples

of high multiplicity pp reactions at ' 9 G e V c . Various methods to improve

the qualitv of the samples are tested. The investigation concerns the follo-

wing exclusive channels:

pp -• pp2w 2w i »ip \C <
- o , o

p p • pp-JT '-rt if * '»Pir '

pp — np3ir 'In t <>pn )

p p -• pp3tr 3w < sp4(."
- o o

pp * pp3tr 3TT n i "*ptf t

pp - np-tw .Iff i Hpn i

The cross sections ol these channels are determined. The analysis is part 01 ih<

general study of pp collisions at '!> GeV'c which is performed within the

Scandinavian Buhhio Chamber Collalwrafion.

In the analysis of high multiplicity pp reactions, the first steps in the experi-

mental procedure, exposure, beam studies, scanning, measuring, geometrical

and kinematical reconstructions, arc common to the previous studies <>l three,

four and five bodv pp reactions. Therefore, the present report gives a summa-

ry of only the experimental details which are particular tor the analysis of the

above high multiplicity reactions. Kxperimental details common to all investi-

gations .it 19 GeV c are found in Fiefs. *i,2 .

2. BEAM AND EXPOSURE

The usable pictures ,;l tf) GeV'c protons in the CEKN 2 metre Hydrogen

Bubble Chamber were exposed during lour different periods, giving the follow-

ing number of pictures:

Period No. of pict.

Sept. 1D(»6 20 000

Jan. 1 !>0" HO 000

Jan. - Febr. 1969 225 000

May - June 19«9 204 000



The Stockholm multiprong sample originates from the 1966 - 6? exposures

and is, in the following, discussed in more detail than the total multiprong

sample, to which the laboratories in Copenhagen and Helsinki have contri-

buted.

The protons were steered directly from the PS beam into the U3< 1966 - 67)

or lT5( 1969) beam transports. No radio frequency separation or external

target was used. At this high energy, the beam parameters are of great

importance lor the kinematical fitting procedure. For events with a short

incoming track, an accurate measurement of the beam momentum is not

possible, and therefore we have had to relv on measured mean values of the

beam parame'^rs. By measuring n large number of henm tracks, the beam

moraentum in different parts ot the films was determined to be;

Exposure Rolls GeV-'e

Sept.

Jan. i9t;7

•Jan.

All

700 -

753 -

752

7«0

' 9 ,

I » .

19.

1

7

'9

+ 0.1
±0.)
+ 0.1

More details about the beam parameters are given in Ref. i .

3. SCANNING AND MEASURING

The scanning for multiprong reactions, performed on two "SHIVA" scan

tables, was done in a general scan including all types of events except two

prong events without a strange particle signal.

The ionization information is important for discriminating between protons

and positive pions. The scanners judged by eye the ionizations of the positive

tracks. It was decided r1 , to use only three ionization classes:

». minimum (e .g . beam ionization)

2, grey (neither 1 nor 3)



3. black (e.g. tracks stopping within the chamber and tracks with

a very low momentum >.

The Stockholm sample was measured on two conventional measuring devices

of type ENETRA. The remeasurements of the films were done on a measu-

ring system built at the Institute and including an ENETRA on line with a

CD809O computer '3,4] .

Five equally spaced points were measured on all tracks except for straight

stopping tracks (< 5 cm), where only the start and the end points were mea-

sured. For curved stopping tracks, five points were measured including the

start and the end point. As the applied version of the geometrical reconstruc-

tion program THRESH does not correct for energy loss in the liquid hydro-

gen, the points were chosen so that large sagittas were avoided. In this way

the problems with the least square fit of the points to a helix were reduced.

J. THE PROGRAM CHAIN

4.t Geometrical and kinematical reconstruction

All data have been processed through the CERN TC library programs THRESH

- GRIND - SLICE - SUMX "5 which have been partly modified and adapted

to a CD3600 computer originally equipped with a core memory of 32 k 48-bit

words. The core memory was later enlarged to 64 k 48-bit words, and in

1975 the CD3600 computer was replaced by a CD6400 with a core memory

of 64 k 60-bit words.

To obtain a good geometrical reconstruction of the events, it is essential to

determine, as precisely as possible, the geometrical and optical constants

for the bubble chamber. These constants are contained in the "title" of the

program THRESH, and were for the present experiment determined in connec-

tion with the analysis of four and five body final states. At the same time vari-

ous distortion effects were studied r6 , and the corrections for these effects

in the program were modified compared to the original version of THRESH.



The main distorsion effects were found to be the radial tens distorsion and the

film plane tilts. Further, the three objectives were found to have unequal dis-

torsions.

Concerning the kinematical reconstruction of events, it was found in the ana-

lysis of four and five body final states j" 1 ] that the angular corrections to slow

and stopping proton tracks, for compensating energy loss along the track, were

not made correctly in the original version of GRIND. Non-stopping and curved,

stopping tracks arc fitted in THRESH as if they were circle segments, and to

these tracks a correction of the azimutal angle towards the centre of curvature

has to be done. For short, stopping, straight tracks, where only the first and

the last points have been measured, an azimutal angle correction in the opposite

direction shou.d be applied. Moreover, a dip angle correction is necessary for

such tracks. All these corrections are described in more detail in Ref. 1 .

Earlier a constant mean residual f has been used in GRIND. An investigation

of tracks fitted in THRESH has shown that the mean residual is increasing with

the measured track length I, approximately according to the formula:

where

and

/) 2 ft 2 ,2
O eff* ( ] aL

a 0.3K5 • 1O"8 ,

f° 5OU

The quality of the tracks has been tested by comparing the internal errors from

THRESH with the computed errors in GRIND. Moreover, a multiple Coulomb

scattering term has been added to (f .) :

,o 2 _o 2 . 2 ,,o 2
" t o t a l ' <f > ' t t L ( l coul> '

where

rf° >2 H • m ' 3

" * 8 1 0



The constant B - 10 is valid for five measured points on each track. The
•>

scattering constant k" is taken from Gluckstern '" , where

2
k~ 1.86 • 1O"8 (13.2720 2 ln(p>- ln(M))<GeV C) for p<4 .5GeV e

and

"> -8 ( GcV c>**
k~ 1.86 • 10 i M . 7 7 0 1 I m p ) - l m M » ; ; for p 4 . 5 GeV c

4.2 Automatic hypothesis selection

4.2.1 Principles

Manual hypothesis selection from the GRIND output is a verv time consuming

task. We therefore felt it necessary to automatize this step in the experimental

procedure. Besides the saving of time, other advantages with such a svstem arc:

a) The selection criteria will lie constant throughout the experiment.

b) It is easy to change the selection criteria if necessary, and rerun the

sample.

c) The book keeping of the experiment is easily automatized which makes

this work faster and more reliable.

The program routines handling the automatic hypothesis selection has been

incorporated in the CERN program SLICE "5", which in the following

will be called AUTOSLICE. The general philosophy is taken from a similar

program, ALICE, developed at our institute and used for two prong reactions

S , . AUTOSLICE, handling events with more tracks and more hypotheses,

is more complex than ALICE.

Input to AUTOSLICE is the GRIND Library Tape (GLT) and the Master

Index Tape (MIT). The former contains information from the geometrical

and kinematical reconstructions, and the latter contains information from

the scanning and of the status of each event.



In AITOSLICE, the output from the geometrical and kinemaiical reconstruc-

tion of an event is checked, and all possible hypotheses are tested against a

number of criteria, determined by the physicists. A list containing all de-

tails in the hvpothesis selection is printed, and the MIT, with the status of

each event, is updated. A Data Summary Tape (DST) is written according

to the specifications given on run cards to SLICE. The structure of AUTO-

SLICE is shown in Fig. ' , and some details about the new routines are

described in subsection 4.2.10.

The following tests are performed on the data from the geometrical recon-

struction in THRESH:

:\\ The identification number of an event is checked with the scanning in-

formation reaH from the MIT.

b> Hypotheses not compatible with the ionization information and the la-

belling of tracks ( stopping proton, n-irc decay, etc.) are eliminated.

in The numbers of positive and negative tracks are counted and checked.

The tollowing tests are performed on the hypotheses giving fits in GRIND:

a) Multiverti'X hypotheses are eliminated.

b) Number of degrees of freedom is tested. Only 4 C hypotheses and 1C

I ypotheses with one neutral particle are accepted.

c t Only n hypotheses are accepted for events with an electron pair

pointing towards vertex.

d) The estimated ionization from the scanning is compared with the calcu-

lated ionizntion from GRIND (see subsection 4.2.3).

e> A relative ionization test is performed ( see subsection 4 . 2 . 3 ) .

f) Hypotheses not consistent with the labelling of tracks are eleminated.

g> Ail 1C hypotheses with probability below a specified value ( O.Ot)

are rejected.

h) All 1C hypotheses with a very large jr -momentum (--10 GeV/c)

are eliminated.

i) All ^C fits are eliminated if a good 4 C fit exists.

k) Hypotheses with the nucleons in the same c m . hemisphere are accepted



only if no hypothesis with the nucleons in different c m . hemispheres

is possible.

For each event the accepted hypotheses are ordered in probability, and

only the three best hypotheses in this respect are written on the DST.

4.2.2 Test of AUTOSLICE

The decision rules in AUTOSLICE were worked out through application of

the program on a sample of 500 events and comparison of the output

from AUTOSLICE with the corresponding results from the manual hypo-

thesis selection. The automatic selection was found to work extremely well,

and all discrepancies between the two procedures were found to be due to mis-

takes in the manual decision procedure.

AUTOSLICE has only been applied on the six prong events measured in Stock-

holm, which offers an opportunity to compare the quality of the six-prong

samples produced, respectively, in Stockholm and the other two laboratories.

The comparison involves probability distributions, forward-backward svmmc-

tries in the c m . system, etc. For example Fig. tia shows the probability

distribution lor the Stockholm (>p4C events compared with the total sample.

It has been found that the sample produced through the automatic hypothesis

selection system is at least of the same quality as the sample produced by

manual hypothesis selection.

4.2.3 The ionization criteria

The reliability of the ionization judgement in the scanning has been specially

investigated. For this purpose we selected a sample of events which were well

identified also without the ionization information. The events were required

to have a unique hypothesis in the kinematfcal fit and were also required to

pass all further selection criteria besides the ionization test. The tracks

were ordered in three classes according to the ionization judgement in the scan-

ning. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the ionization calculated in GRIND

for the three ionization classes. From these distributions, the decision rules



for the automatic ionization judgement have been determined. The scheme

of these decisions is shown in Fig. 3.

bi reality the judgement of the bubble density at the scanning is made in a

relative way. Before the ionization classes are decided for the tracks, these

are ordered with respect to bubble density. Accordingly, we have introduced

a "relative" test on the ionization. If one track is judged in the scanning to

be blacker than the other, the corresponding ionizations calculated in GRIND

must show a difference in the same direction. A relative judgement is more

reliable than the "absolute", and consequently the relative ionization test is

more powerful than the absolute test.

4.2.4 The momentum limit for positive pions

For large laboratory momenta (> 4 GeV/c) the ionization is minimum for

both protons and pions. A proton with a large momentum can therefore easily

be misinterpreted as a pion. To at least partly reduce this ambiguity, a cut

at 10 GeV/c is applied to the laboratory momenta of the positive pions in

the 1C channels. Similar cuts have been applied in the analyses of two and

four prong reactions [1 ,2 ,9] .

The motivation for the limit is mainly based on the observation that the tails

in the distribution of laboratory momenta for n ond n are very similar

in the 6p4C channel ( Figs. 4b,c), and further, that the distributions of

laboratory momenta for the negative pions in the 6p1C channels

do not extend above 10 GeV/c. We have also checked that the difference

between the distributions of laboratory momenta for n and v in the

6p1C channels is not due to the observed difference in the production rates

of 4*+(i236) and A°(1236).

4.2.5 Output from A UTOSL1C E

The printed list produced by AUTOSLICE contains all decisions of the program

for each event found on the GLT. A page of printed output is shown in Fig. 5.



The information given in the output list is explained in the following table:

Column Information Symbol

1 Event number

2-7 The accepted hypotheses presented in (see GRIND 5
probability order

8 A multineutral hypothesis N
is possible

9 The event is sent to remeasurement R

10 Remarks:

a) The number of accepted hypotheses (1-9)

b) Rejected event (RJ)

c) THRESH error (TE)

d) Wrong number of positive or negative tracks (N-.N-i

e) ionization disagreement (I)

f) A track is labelled as a pion in the scanning <A9,PI)
(visible n- u - e decay)

11 IONM gives the measured ionization for the
positive tracks in the order they are
measured

12-27 The AUTOSLICE decisions for all the sixteen
treated six prong hypotheses

a) This hypothesis is unique (***)

b) This hypothesis has the highest probability, but (**)
there is at least one competing hypothesis with
lower probability

c) This hypothesis is accepted, but there is at least (*)
one competing hypothesis with higher probability

d) A multineutral hypothesis is possible < N)

c) This 4C hypothesis is not accepted by GRIND ($)
but has a missing mass compatible with a 4C
hypothesis (less than 3 standard deviations
from zero)

The rejection codes for hypotheses are given in subsection 4.2.7,

All reasons for rejections of events are treated in subsection 4.2. 9.
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The following »able describes the information for each event contained

-.»n the MIT

Inkarnation No. of decimal digits

Event number 7

Measurement number 1

ionizations 6

Reasons for rejection 16x4
of each hypotheses

Number of sjood hypotheses 4

Sl:i!:is of the event 2
i not treated, a i>ood hypothesis exists,
T Mi.' l-.'̂ il r r r o i ' ett,-. >

Scrmner number 2

Xu"il>rr of had tracks '2

N'urr.bcr nf ^KKI t r a cks 2

t'o-iiiim ui the ver tex on the film 3

Ren ,;rks ,-(! she scanning 5 x 7

f »jn'fiinr .-lati.stics 7 x 7

Iliii! immber 3



4.2.7 Elimination of hypotheses by AL'TOSLICE

Of all hypotheses coming (rom GRIND 44 ;' has been accepted by Autoslice,

and 41 "' has been written on DST.

The following table gives the details of the acceptance in the different stages

of decision:

tio. of hypotheses

4C-channel

ir -channel

n-channel

multineutral
tr -channel
multineutral
n-channel

Accepted by
GRIND

38 fi

2937

2305

,

Accepted by
AUTOSLICE

324

1319

814

3H14

4043

Produced on
DST

323

1214

773

___

Final no.
of events

2S7

783

4K4

-) 1 •) I
— I _ i

The last two columns indicate that mnnv events contain two or more hypoth-

eses. The following figures give the numbers of events for different numbers

of hypotheses/event:

Channel Unique 2 hyp. event

32

180

11(1

3 hyp.

1

'event

2

30

H2

4C
o

rr
n

253

473

2S(i

For 1C events with 2 hypotheses, 54<* <H>0 events) consist of mixed

it and n hypotheses. In the class of events with more than two hypotheses,

the corresponding figure is 61 ^ (130 events).
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4.2.7 Elimination of hypotheses by AUTOSLICE

Of the hypotheses accepted by GRIND 56 4 has been eliminated by AUTO-

SLICE. To get an idea of the strength of the different selection criteria, the

numbers of hypotheses which are eliminated due to the different criteria

mentioned in subsection 4.2.1, are listed in the following table:

No. of hyp. Rej. code

a) Absolute ionization disagreement

b) Relative ionization disagreement

c) p, . 2r 10 GeV/c for a IT
lab

d) Probability <0.01
e) The nucleons in the same hemisphere

t) Eliminated 1C hypotheses when a 4C hypothesis
is accepted

g) Electron pair pointing to vertex

h) The number of degrees of freedom too low

1) Disagreement of tracks labelled in the scanning

192»

1349

646

432

385

106

81

27

8

I

J

M

P

H

E

G

C

X

As can be seen from these figures, many hypotheses have been rejected

because of two criteria or more. For example, 1118 hypotheses have been

rejected both by the absolute and the relative ionization test.

Si M l » ,4*. .«<»«..,.



4.2.8 Remeasur etnents

Events can be sent to rcmeasurement because of four different reasons,

described in the following table:

No. of events
to remeasure

a) The event has not been treated before. This can for

example be due to wrong frame number or topology in

the scanning.

b) A bad geometrical reconstruction resulting in large

THRESH errors (can be due to unseen decays etc.)

c) No good hypothesis (fit or nofit) has been found. These

events often have negative missing masses and can be

of reaction types not contained in the hypothesis block

in GRIND.

d) The ionization has not been judged for some reason, or

the judged ionization is neither compatible with the

ionization expected from a pion nor a proton.

These events are sent back for an ionization control.

92

fifi

The number of events that remains to remeasure is 302. corresponding to

6.R ^ of the total sample of six prong reactions.
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4.2,9 Rejected events

A total number of 855 events have been rejected. Most of these events

have been rejected in the scanning procedure (746 events). Hie AUTOSUCE

rejections are confined to a class of events with short interacting or decay-

ing tracks for which the momentum is unmeasureabie (109 events).

The reasons for event rejection in the scanning are here presented in order of

significance:
No. of events

a) Too small sagitta 257

b) No six prong event 210

c) One view is missing 127

d) Double incoming tracks 85

e) No beam track 64

f) Immeasurable 2

g) Late incoming beam ("bad ionization") 1

4.2.10 Details of the AUTOSLICE routines

AINIT initializes the run, positions the output tapes and transfers the MIT

information to a random access (RA) area on drum.

AUTO administrates the calls to GEXP, FEXP and SEXP when reading

the GLT records GEOMC. FITCOR and SUMARY, respectively.

WR1N1T prepares the AUTOSLICE output list.

LOCF searches for the MIT record containing the current event in the RA

area. Each time a new record is needed, the previous, updated one, is restor-

ed in the RA area.

LOCUP looks for the current event in the record transferred by LOCF.

NAIR unpacks the MIT information for the current event and packs it when

the updating procedure is finished.

GEXP tests the geometrical data written by GRIND by calling the subrou-

tines HYP and IONTEST.
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HYP forms a status vector for all the treated hypotheses and tells which

configurations are compatible with the ionization judgement and the track

labelling from the scanning.

IONTEST compares the measured and calculated ionizations and uses the

labelling of tracks from the scanning to decide which assignments of par-

ticles are possible.

FEXP checks the kinematical fits, obtained in GRIND, as described in

subsection 4 .2 .1 .

SEXP prints a list with all AUTOSLICE decisions. If no fits are left after

the AUTOSLICE rejections, it calls MULTIN.

MULTIN checks if any multineutrai hypothesis is compatible with infor-

mation on ionization. labelling of tracks and missing mass.

UPDAT updates the event record on the MIT (measurement number, sta-

tus, accepted or rejected hypotheses, operator statistics and run number).

When the updating of an event record is completed, the information is pack-

ed by NAIR and transferred back to the MIT area in core memory.

PRIVAT eliminates the SLICE bank information for the hypotheses re-

jected by AUTOSLICE and sorts the remaining hypotheses in probability order.

When appropriate, it also writes the probability and hypothesis number of

competing hypotheses into the heading region of the DST information for

the current hypothesis.

ACLOSE copies the updated MIT area to magnetic tape.

ij'i: Li. Index routines

Important information about the multiprong sample is contained on the MIT.

To handle these data, a small program, SIXIND, has been developed.

Data from the scanning has been punched on scan cards. These cards are

read by SIXIND (subroutine CTOMI) which codes and packs the information

on the MIT.
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It is often required to list and count the events which fulfil certain criteria.

Examples of information which can be extracted from the MIT are re-

measurement lists and lists of events with certain AUTOSLJCE rejections.

The total information on the MIT for a number of specified events can also

be obtained. Finally, SDCIND has an option for punching cards Ut a forma»

which SUMX can read r 5~.

5. INVESTIGATION OF THE SAMPLES

S.i Procedure

The hypothesis selection through AUTOSUCE and manual GRIND reading,

result in primary samples which still contain impurities. Before the analysis

of the reactions, it is therefore necessary to apply various restrictions on the

samples in order to reduce the influxes from competing channels.

The effect of various cuts applied on the multiprong samples has been judged

by examining the following distributions:

a) probability

b) missing mass squared

c) p£" <Nt) versus p*ro (N^

cm cm
d) cos© (NJ versus cos?- (N )

cm
Here p (N) is the longitudinal c m . momentum of the i:th nucleon, and

Li 1
cm

0 (N ) is the angle in the c m . system between the direction of the irth

nucleon and the incoming beam direction. Besides the above distributions,

the effect of various cuts have also been tested on the following quantities:

V N Bt) — — - — > forward - backward symmetry. This quantity i s calculated
VNB

for all secondaries in the various channels and presented in a table in tub-

section 5.5. In the calculation, the samples after the final cuts have been

used.
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N + N
FF BBf) ———r:— , percentage of events with both nucleons going in the same

F B

c m . hemisphere.

N FF' N BB
t forWard - backward symmetry for events with bothNFF+ NBB

nucleons going in the same c m . hemisphere.

Here N and N denote, respectively, the number of entries in the for-

ward and the backward hemisphere in the c m . cystem. The quantities

N and N denote, respectively, the number of entries for events in
FF BB

which both nucleons go in the forward and the backward cm. hemisphere.

For the 1C samples we have also, besides the above criteria, compared
cm

the p distributions of the secondary nucleons with the corresponding dis-
Li

tributions in the "neighbouring" 4C channels, i .e . the 4C channel with

the game charge multiplicity and the 4C channel with the next larger charge

multiplicity. The assumption which we utilize is that the secondary nucleons

gradually become less peripheral with increasing multiplicity, implying that

the number of events with the nucleons in the same c m . hemisphere in-

creases with multiplicity.

5.2 The 6p 4C sample

In general the samples of 4C events are better defined than the 1C samples

of the same charge multiplicity. The distributions of various variables in the

4C samples can often be used as a guide when judging the effect of various re-

strictions, applied on the 1C samples.

The probability distribution for the tip 4C sample (Fig. 6a) indicates that

the f parameter (cf. sect. 4) has been overestimated in parts of the sample.

With exception of the region below 0.01, the probability distribution for the

Stockholm sample (cross hatched distribution) is flat, as expected when the

f parameter is well estimated and the hypothesis selection is effective. Theo
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distribution shows that a probability cut at 0.01 is suitable.

The missing mass distribution of the 6p 4C sample (Fig. Tav is well centered

around z<

channel.

around zero, and there is no sign of any large loss to (or influx from) the w

C*lYl

The distribution of p for the protons in the 6p4C channel (Fig. 10a) has a
cm

satisfactory forward - backward symmetry. Figs. 11a - c show the cos0

distributions of p, ir4 and rr" for * • 6p4C sample. Obviously, the forward-

-backward symmetry is satisfactory also for the pions (cf. also table, subsect.

5.5).

Besides the cut in probability, no further restriction is applied on the 6p4C

sample.

5.3 The 6p 1C samples

The impurities and biasses in the 6p 1C samples are much more serious

than in the 6p 4C sample. This fact can be seen for instance <n the proba-

bility distributions for the 6pir and 6pn channels (Fig. Co and c) and in
Clft

the p distribution of the nucleons in the 6pn channel (Fig. 9a).

The following restrictions have been tested on the 6p 1C samples.

a) The nucleons are required to go into opposite hemispheres in the c m .

system ("hemisphere" cut).

b) The two four momentum transfers, t, from the incoming to the outgoing

nucleons are both required to be larger than a certain value (t - cut). Out

of the two possible t values for each incoming nucleon, the largest one is

considered.

c) The neutral particle is required to go forward in the c m . system

("neutral-forward" cut).

d) The sum of the longitudinal c m . momenta for the two secondary micleons

is required to be positive ("dibaryon - forward" cut).



Before the effects of various restrictions are examined, a general cut in

probability at 0.15 is applied to the 6p 1C samples (cf. Figs. 6b, e). and
2 2 ^

the missing mass distribution is restricted to - 0 .5 < MM < 0.5 ' GeV/c
o 2 ' 2N2 * '

inUie 6p* channel and to 0.0 < MM :S2.0^GeV/c ' In the 6pn channel.

The t-cut, which has been applied earlier to four prong 1C samples at our

energy [1O] , turns out to work quite well for the 6p ir channel. The

t-cut gives less forward-backward as

nucleons than the other restrictions.

cm
t-cut gives less forward-backward asymmetry in the p distribution of the

The effect of the t-cut is similar to that of the hemisphere cut, but allows to

some extent the two nucleons to go into the same c m . hemisphere. Study of
crn cm

the distributions pT (p > versus p (p ) in the 4C channels shows that

the percentage of events with both nucleons in the same c m . hemisphere in-

creases with multiplicity, l i te same observation has been made in pp re -

actions at other energies [ t i l . We therefore judge the hemisphere cut to be

too drastic, and it is here only applied for comparison with other restrictions.

Application of a cut at t - 4 . 5 (GeV/c)~ on the 6p it sample, gives about

tiie expected number of events with both nucleons in the same c m . hemisphere.

A cut at a more negative t value results in a larger forward-backward asym-

metry of the protons.

Restriction of the 6ptr sample to events with the dibar yon system forward

reduces considerably the percentage of events with nucleons in the same c m .

hemisphere and gives improved distributions of the types a) - d) mentioned

in subsect. 5. t (cf. Fig. 8e), but a drawback is that the resulting sample is

very small.

m the 6p w channel, the restriction of the sample to events where the n

i s going forward in the c m . system has a comparatively smalt effect on the

distributions of interest. For instance, the missing mass distribution does

not become noteworthly narrower with this restriction applied. In the

n-channel the "neutral-forward" cut has a large effect (Fig. 7e), and at lower



multiplicities this cut has some effect also to # channels (cf. Rat. [12]).

In our primary sample of the 6p n channel, one observes a strong asymmetry

in the p. distribution of the nucieons (Fig. 9a). ID most of the
Li

events with both nucieons in the same c m . hemisphere, the nucieons go

backward in the c m . system. Events with the neutral particle» going back-

ward in the c m . system have larger measurement errors than events with

the neutral particle going forward in the c m . system. Therefore we inter-

pret, as done in previous investigations [2, 9 ] , the observed excess of

neutrons in the backward direction in the c m . system as an effect of influx

in particular from multi-neutral channels.

We find that the events with the neutron in the forward direction in the c m .

system have p^m distributions for protons (Fig. 9d) and neutrons (Fig. 9e),

which are compatible with the proton distributions in the neighbouring 4C

channels.

Fig. 10c shows the symmetrized distribution of longitudinal c m . momentum

of the nucieons (protons and neutrons) for events with the neutron going for-

ward in the c m . system. In comparison Fig. 9f shows the corresponding

distribution for the subsample with the neutron going backward in the c m .

system. Obviously the forward-backward asymmetry is appreciable here.

Common for the three restrictions "hemisphere" cut, t-cut and "dibaryon-
cm

forward" cut is that the resulting p distributions of the protons and
tj

neutrons still have a clear forward-backward asymmetry. As an example,

Figs. 9g and h show these distributions after the "dibaryon-forward" cut.

The cos£ distributions fV. the secondaries in the 6pjr and 6pn chan-

nels after the final cuts are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. In the 6pir channel,

no large asymmetry is present for any of the secondaries. The table in sub-

sect. 5.5 shows that there is » *nwH excess of * in the backward direction.

This asymmetry may be due to influx from muttineutral channels, but the

effect is not significant. No correction of the cross section for this possible
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influx has been done.

cm
In the 6pn channel the asymmetry visible in the cosf) (tr+) distribution

(fig. 13b, cf. also table, subsect. 5.5) is probably due to dynamical effects

which favorize configurations with IT and neutrons in the same direction.

5.4 The eight prong samples

The eight prong samples have been treated analogously to the six prong sam-

ples. The criteria used in the hypothesis selection have been analogous to

those applied to the six prong sample. The same cuts have been tested, and

the results are similar to those of the six prong sample.

The missing mass distributions of the three eight prong channels are shown
cm

in Figs. 5b,d,f, and the p distributions of the nuclcons in the same chan-

nels are shown in Figs. 10 J-f,

Figs. 14 - 16 show the cos? distributions of the secondary particles in

the three eight prong samples. No large forward-backward asymmetries are

present (cf. also table, subsect. 5.5). One observes that the small asymmetry

in cos0 (it ) has the opposite sign compared to the corresponding quantity in

the 6p ff channel.



5.5 Definition of the final samples

The following table gives the final sample sizes and cuts tor ait treated

channels.

MM

Channel

6-prong

S-prong

4C
0

*

n

4C

o
it

n

Probability

> 0.01

> 0.15

> 0.15

> 0.05

> 0.15

> 0.15

(GeV/c2

—

-0.5<MM2

0.0<MM2

—

-0.5<MM2

0.0 < MM2

X2

<

<

<

<

0 .5

2.0

0 .5

2.0

Further
restriction

—

t>-4.5(OeV/c)2

neutron forward

—

t>-5.5(GeV/c)2

neutron forward

Final sample
size

722

764

234

139

156

52
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The following tabte gives the forward-backward asymmetry,

(N - N_)/(N_ + N_J, for the secondaries in the channels considered.F B F B
The final cuts have been applied to the samples.

Channel Particle Asymmetry Error

p 0.01 0.03

6p4C it 0.01 0.03

ir" 0.03 0.03

p 0.00 0.03

tr - 0.01 0.03

* Jp f f n~ -0 .01 0.03

77° - O.Ofi 0.04

it 0.07 0.04
ftpn

it" 0.02 0.05

8p4C

p

IT

It

P

n

It
o

n

- 0.02

0.04

0.02

- 0.03

0.03

- 0.08

li.12

0.06

0.05

0.05

0.06

0.05

0.05

0,08

it 0.09 0.07

8 p n « 0.13 0.10

In the subsequent analysis, all selected hypotheses have been assigned the

weight one. and finally, if more than one hypothesis is accepted by AUTO-

SLICE, the hypothesis with the highest probability is always chosen.
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6. CROSS SECTIONS

AH cross sections have been calculated exclusively on Stockholm data. The

following table summarizes the essential quantities:

3
Density of liquid hydrogen 0.060 g/cm

Attenuation factor (using the above density

and a . = 38.9 mb) 0.942tot

Average length of fiducial region 88.5 cm

Number of beam tracks (estimated from counting

the beam tracks in every 50th picture) 271469 tracks

Estimated scanning efficiency 0.95 + 0.04

Due to the various cuts applied, corrections of the sample sizes are necessary.

Assuming exponential t distributions of the nucleons, the 6pir° and 8ptr°

samples have been corrected with, respectively, 5.1$ and 8 .7$ .

Correction for the "neutral-forward" cut, used in the neutron channels, is

made through estimation of the tail of neutrons in the backward direction

when the protons goes backward. We have used the proton c m . momentum

distributions for the events where the neutron goes forward to estimate these

corrections which are found to be 8$ for the 6-prong neutron channel and

6 $ for the 8-prong neutron channel.

Corrections for the probability cuts, presented in subsect. 5.5, have also

been made.



Correction for unmeasured and rejected events has been made using the

data in the following table:

Channel No. of events Rej.ev. Ev. not measured Corr, factor

6-prong 4446 469 203 1.178 + 0.007

ft-prong 1133 274 15 1.34+0.03

The following table gives the sizes of the Stockholm samples and the corre-

sponding cross sections:

Stockholm
Channel sample size Cross section in mb

pp -• 6 charged part.

-* pp 2 ff 2»
1 - O

-* pp 2 it 2 fl ir

-*np3ff 2ir"

pp-» 8 charged part.

•• pp3tr 3*r
' - O

•* pp 3 v 3 ff m

^np4ff 3tr

4446

270

496

132

1133

13»

156

52

5.77 +0.18

0.42+0.04

0.94 ±0.06

0.51 +0.06

1.47 + 0.06

0.11 +0.02

0.35 + 0.04

0.23 +0.04

The values of the topological cross sections are close to those obtained in

an earlier investigation at the same energy _13].

Figs. 17a and b show the cross sections as function of the incoming momen-

tum for the treated reactions. The values at other momenta than 1i) GeV/c

are taken from Refs. 14,15,16]. Our results are, in general, well com-

patible with the values obtained at other energies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Block scheme of the automatic selection system.

Fig. 2 Frequency distribution of the ionization judged as I 1,2 or 3 by

the scanners. For each track the ionization J is calculated in

GRIND for the current mass assignment.

Fig. 3 The decision rules used in the ionization test for a single track. The

three branches I 1,2 or 3 refer to the scanner's ionization judge-

ment. The symbol -J (J ) denotes the ionization calculated in GRIND
P it

for the particle assignment p (jr) to the track. The lowest row

shows the decisions made. The symbol "IT" means that the ioniza-

tion judgement has to be checked.

Fig. 4 Distributions of laboratory momenta for the secondaries in the 6p4C

channel.

Fig. 5 Example of an AUTOSL1CE output list. The notations are described

in the text.

Fig. 6 Distributions of \ probability for the studied channels. The various

cuts applied are described in the text.

Fig, 7 Distributions of missing mass for the studied channels. The various

cuts applied are described in the text.

Fig. 8 Distribution of the c m . longitudinal momentum for the protons in the

6pjT channel for various restrictions of the sample (see text).

Fig. 9 Distribution of the c m . longitudinal momenta of the nucleons in the

6pn channel for various restrictions of the sample (see text).

Fig, 10 Distributions of the c m . longitudinal momenta for the nucleons in the

various channels after the final restrictions applied to the sample.



cm
Fig. 11 Distributions of cos0 for the secondaries in the 6p4C channel.

Fig. 12 Distributions of cosg for the secondaries in the fiptr channel.

cm
Fig. 13 Distributions of cos© for the secondaries in the Gpn channel.

Fig. 14 Distributions of cosö for the secondaries in the 8p4C channel.

Fig. 15 Distributions of cosg for the secondaries in the Hprr channel.

cm
Fig. 16 Distributions of cos0 for the secondaries in the 8pn channel.

Fig. 17 Channel cross sections lor the studied reactions at various incoming

momenta, (a) the six prong channels and (b) the eight prong channels.
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